
                                                                                   

D.A.V PUBLIC SCHOOL, BRIJ VIHAR GHAZIABAD 

CLASS – U.K.G 

ENGLISH SYLLABUS - 2021-22 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE- 

1. To enhance language ability by using language skills.   

2. Discriminate between different sounds and voices and between easily differentiated phonetic 

sounds. 

3.  3.Hear and respond to a variety of rhythms, tempos, melodies and moods in the music. Use new 

vocabulary. 

4. 4. Speak comfortably in sentences, ask and answer questions and express ideas in their home 

language.  

5. Sing variety of songs and rhymes.   

6. Read words by joining their phonic sounds e.g. ‘b’, ’a’, ‘t’- ‘bat’. 

7. Read some simple sentences. 

8. Develop small muscles in fingers, hand and wrist (fine motor skills).  

9. Develop eye – hand-co-ordination. 

10. Know how to spell and write some common, simple words from memory. 

11. Attempt to write words using their knowledge of the sound that letters make. 

12. Attempt to write small phrases. 

  Month - April 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 

1.  Greeting and 
courtesies 

Manners Games  And  Nice 
to meet you Game and 
Greeting Mingle Game  

Children will be able to greet people 
appropriately & will be able to ask 
simple questions and respond 
appropriately during initial 
introductions.  

2. My self Drawing , pasting , 
Conversation 

They will be able to give their small 
introduction confidently. 

3. a to z flash cards, book ,notebook   They will be able to identity, read & 
write.  

4. Story Puppets  Students will be able to use of 
imagination and creativity .  

 

 

 



Month-May 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 

1.  Greeting and 
courtesies 

Manners Games  And  Nice 
to meet you Game and 
Greeting Mingle Game  

Children will be able to greet people 
appropriately & will be able to ask 
simple questions and respond 
appropriately during initial 
introductions.  

2. My self  Drawing , Activity – Throw 
And Catch The Ball  

They will be able to give their small 
introduction confidently. 

3. Vowel  ‘a’   words                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Pictures ,flash cards, vowel 
‘a’ story  book ,notebook   

They will be able to identify, read & 
write vowel  ‘a’   words   

4. Story Telling (The 
Monkeys And  Cap 
Seller & Rhymes 
(Summer Time & 
Water )  

Masks , video, through real 
objects 

Students will be able to use of 
imagination and creativity   

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Month –July 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY LEARNING OUTCOMES 

1.  Greeting and courtesies Manners Games  And  
Nice to meet you Game 
and Greeting Mingle 
Game  

Children will be able to greet people 
appropriately & will be able to ask 
simple questions and respond 
appropriately during initial 
introductions.  

2. Introduction of new 
sentences 

By using these 
sentences in front of 
students  and by 
motivating  them to 
speak  

They will be able to speak their small 
sentences confidently. 

3. Vowel  ‘a’   words  and 
phrases                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Pictures ,flash cards, 
vowel ‘a’ story  book 
,notebook   

They will be able to identify, read & 
write vowel  ‘a’   words  and phrases                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

4. Vowel  ‘e’   words   Pictures ,flash cards, 
vowel ‘a’ story  book 
,notebook   

They will be able to identify, read & 
write vowel  ‘e’   words                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

    5. Rhymes (Postman , Doctor 
,Policeman and cobbler )  

Masks , video, through 
real objects 

Students will be able to pronounce 
new words and they will be able to 
build memory and articulation  

 

 



Month-August 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY LEARNING OUTCOMES 

1.  Greeting and 
courtesies 

Manners Games  And  
Nice to meet you Game 
and Greeting Mingle 
Game  

Children will be able to greet people 
appropriately & will be able to ask simple 
questions and respond appropriately 
during initial introductions.  

2. Vowel  ‘e’   words  
and phrases                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Pictures ,flash cards, 
vowel  ‘e’ story  book 
,notebook   

They will be able to identify, read & write 
vowel  ‘e’   words  and phrases                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

3. Story Telling (Red 
Riding Hood) 

Masks , Puppet, video, 
through real objects 

Students will be able to promote a feeling 
of well -being. 

 

Month-September  

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY LEARNING OUTCOMES 

1. Sentences of 
seeking permission 

Through discussion, 
story  

They will be able to seek permission. 

2. Vowel  ‘i’   words  and 
phrases                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Pictures ,flash cards, 
vowel ‘i’ story  book 
,notebook   

They will be able to identify, read & write 
vowel  ‘i’   words  and phrases                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

3. Picture Talk  Pictures They will be able to enhance their vocabulary 
and concentrations. They will be able to speak 
small sentences. 

   4. Rhymes (Count 
1,2,3….and Going to 
the zoo))  

Masks , video, 
through real objects 

Students will be able to pronounce new words 
and they will be able to build memory and 
articulation  

Month-October 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY LEARNING OUTCOMES 

1. Sentences of 
seeking 
permission(some 
more sentence) 

Through 
discussion, story  

They will be able to seek permission. 

2. Rhymes (Drive a 
motor car and 
Traffic Lights)  

Masks , video, 
through real 
objects 

Students will be able to pronounce new words and 
they will be able to build memory and articulation  

3. Vowel  ‘ o’   words  
and phrases                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Pictures ,flash 
cards, vowel ‘o’ 
story  book 
,notebook   

They will be able to identify, read & write vowel  ‘o’   
words  and phrases                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

   4. Story Telling (The 
Pigeon And the 
Ant) 

Masks , Puppet, 
video, through real 
objects 

Students will be able to promote a feeling of well -
being. 



 

Month-November 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY LEARNING OUTCOMES 

1. Discussion on Diwali 
, Children Day ,Id 
and Guru Purab 

Discussion ,Art and 
Craft, Story, Rhymes, 
Song and Dance 

Students will be able to know 
importance of these festivals 

2. Rhymes (Out In The 
Garden and True 
Friends)  

Masks , video, through 
real objects 

Students will be able to pronounce new 
words and they will be able to build 
memory and articulation  

3. Vowel  ‘ u’   words  
and phrases                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Pictures ,flash cards, 
vowel ‘u’ story  book 
,notebook   

They will be able to identify, read & write 
vowel  ‘u’   words  and phrases                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

4. Story Telling                             
(Woodcuttter and the 
Axe) 

Masks , Puppet, video, 
through real objects 

Students will be able to promote a feeling of 
well -being. 

 

Month-December 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY LEARNING OUTCOMES 

1. Primary words and 
sentences- ‘and’, 
‘is’, ‘this/that’  

Real situations, 
pictures ,book 
,notebook and 
worksheet 

Students will be able to use these words. 

2. Days of week and 
Name of the 
colours 

*Play ‘Colour Stand 
and Jump 
*Sing the days of the 
week song 

*Children will be able to identify diff. 
colours 
*Children will be able to know correct 
chronological order of days of the week. 

3. Rhymes (Winter 
Time )  

Masks , video, through 
real objects 

Students will be able to pronounce new 
words and they will be able to build 
memory and articulation  

4. Story Telling                             
(The Ant and the 
Dove) 

Masks , Puppet, video, 
through real objects 

Students will be able to promote a feeling of 
well -being. 

 

 

 

 



Month-January  

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY LEARNING OUTCOMES 

1. Discussion on 
Republic Day, 
Winter Season and 
Lohri 

Discussion ,Art and Craft, Story, 
Rhymes, Song and Dance 

Students will be able to 
know importance of these 
festivals 

2. Vowel a, e, i,o, u Mystery bag , worksheets They will be able to identify, 
read & write vowels a,e,i,o, u’   
words  and phrases                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

3. Use  in, on ,under Pictures, using concrete’ books, 
notebooks and worksheets  

They will be able to identify, 
speak, read & write sentences 
of in, on, under 

4. Memory Game  Through concrete objects  They will be able to improve 
their attention, concentration 
and focus. 

 

Month-February 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY LEARNING OUTCOMES 

1. Discussion on Basant 
Panchami 

Discussion ,Art and Craft, 
Story, Rhymes, Song and 
Dance 

Students will be able to 
know importance of 
these festivals 

2. Revision of all vowels and 
primary words  

Mystery bag , worksheets They will be able to identify, 
read & write vowels a,e,i,o, 
u’   words  phrases  and 
primary words                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

3. Use of ‘has’ By developing real 
situation 

They will be able to frame , 
read ,write and use 
sentences of ‘has’ 

4. Story Telling (The Goose with 
the Golden Eggs & Rhymes 
(Revision of rhymes ) 

Masks , video, through real 
objects 

Students will be able to use 
of imagination and 
creativity   

 

Month-March 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY LEARNING OUTCOMES 

1. Revision of all vowels 
and primary words 

Mystery bag , 
worksheets 

They will be able to identify, read & write 
vowels a,e,i,o, u’   words  phrases  and 
primary words                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

s2. Revision of all 
previous rhymes 

Masks , video, through 
real objects 

Students will be able to pronounce new 
words and they will be able to build 
memory and articulation  

 



D.A.V PUBLIC SCHOOL, BRIJ VIHAR GHAZIABAD 

CLASS – U.K.G 

HINDI SYLLABUS - 2021-22 

Learning Objectives –  

1. To understand basic conversation in their home language. 

 2. To listen attentively to a story. 

3.  To understand simple sentences and questions.  

4.  To discriminate between diff. 2, 3 ,4- letter and  आ मात्रा words. 

5.  To understand diff. Sounds and voices.  

6.  To use new vocabulary. 

7.  To tell simple stories and describe pictures and events.  

 8. To speak comfortably in sentences, ask and answer questions and express                   

       ideas in their home language. 

 9.  To read some common simple words by sight.  

10. To understand the usefulness of books, magazines as valuable sources of 

information.  

11. To read  स्वर अ-अः  and वं्यजन क-ह  

12. To read words (2, 3, 4-letter and   आ मात्रा    ) by joining letters. 

13. To write 2, 3 , 4-letter words and sentences.  

 14. To write    आ मात्रा   words and sentences.  

 

 



Month-April 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. My self Conversation ,drawing 

,Activity - throw and catch  
They will be able to give their small 
introduction confidently. 

2. Rhymes- मेरा पररवार 

                       सोने की 

चिचिया 

Mask ,video Students will be able to pronounce 
new words and they will be able to 
build memory and articulation 

3. Group Discussion-
Good Habits 

Video , Discussion  Children will be able to adapt good 
habits. 

4. Vyanjans क-ण Vyanjan Story, real objects , 
vyanjan Geet , drawing and 
colouring  book and 
notebook  

Children will be able to develop the 
capability of learning vyanjans. 
Children will be able to identify ,read 
,write vyanjans. 

  

Month- May 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Revision of My self Conversation ,drawing 

,Activity - throw and 
catch  

They will be able to give their small 
introduction confidently. 

2. Rhymes- गमी आती है  Mask ,video Students will be able to pronounce 
new words and they will be able to 
build memory and articulation 

3. Vyanjans  त - न Vyanjan Story, real 
objects ,  Vyanjan Geet , 
drawing and colouring  
book and notebook  

Children will be able to develop the 
capability of learning vyanjans. 
Children will be able to identify ,read 
,write vyanjans. 

 

Month-July 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Vyanjans  प - म Vyanjan Story, real 

objects , vyanjan Geet , 
drawing and colouring  
book and notebook  

Children will be able to develop the 
capability of learning vyanjans. 
Children will be able to identify ,read 
,write vyanjans. 

2. Swars  अ-अः Swars Story, real objects ,  
drawing and colouring  
book and notebook  

Children will be able to develop the 
capability of learning . Children will 
be able to identify ,read ,write 
Swars. 

3। Story- सोने का अंडा Masks , Puppet, video, 
through real objects 
 

Students will be able to use their 
imagination and creativity. 
Students will be able to promote a 
feeling of well -being. 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 



Month-August 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Vyanjans  य - ह Vyanjan Story, real 

objects , vyanjan Geet , 
drawing and colouring  
book and notebook  

Children will be able to develop the 
capability of learning vyanjans. 
Children will be able to identify ,read 
,write vyanjans. 

2. Swars  अ - अः Swars Story, real objects ,  
drawing and colouring  
book and notebook  

Children will be able to develop the 
capability of learning . Children will 
be able to identify ,read ,write 
Swars. 

3. Rhymes- तुम मुझे खा लो  Video , puppet Students will be able to pronounce 
new words and they will be able to 
build memory and articulation 

4. Two letter words  Two letter word story ,  
Mystery box , Flash 
cards , Book and 
notebook 

Children will be able to read and 
write two letter words .     

 

Month-September 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1.  Words and sentences of 

two letter  
Mystery box , Flash 
cards , Book and 
notebook 

*Children will be able to read and 
write two letter words .     
*Children will be able to read and 
write simple two letter word 
sentences.    

2.  Rhymes- हाथी, पााँि 

चिचिया,भालू वाला,िूहे की 

बारात 

Video , puppet, Mask Students will be able to pronounce 
new words and they will be able to 
build memory and articulation 

3.  Story – हाथी और दर्जी Masks , Puppet, video, 
through real objects 
 

Students will be able to learn 
vocabulary. Students will be able to 
use their imagination and creativity 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Month-October 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Three letter words  Three letter word story ,  

Mystery box , Flash 
Children will be able to read and 
write three letter words .     



cards , Book and 
notebook 

2. Group discussion on 
DUSSEHRA  

Discussion ,Art and 
Craft, Story, Rhymes, 
Song and Dance 

Students will be able to know 
importance of  Dussehra festival. 

3. Rhymes- दशहरा, सिक 

की बचिया 

Mask ,video Students will be able to pronounce 
new words and they will be able to 
build memory and articulation. 

Month-November 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Group discussion on 

Chacha Nehru and 
Diwali 

Discussion ,Art and 
Craft, Story, Rhymes, 
Song and Dance 

Students will be able to know 
importance of these festivals. 
Students will be able to know 
about Chacha Nehru. 

2. Three letter word 
Sentences.  

Mystery box , Flash 
cards , Book and 
notebook 

   
*Children will be able to read and 
write simple three letter word 
sentences.    

 

Month-December 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Picture Talk on 

Christmas and My 
School   

Pictures  Students will be able to know 
about Christmas.  
They will be able to know more 
about our school 

2. Four letter words and 
sentences 

Mystery box , Flash 
cards , Book and 
notebook 

*Children will be able to read and 
write simple four letter word 
sentences.    

3. Newspaper reading News paper *Students will be able to read 
two , three , four letter words 
.*Students will be able to 
enhance their vocabulary. 

4. Group discussion on 
Christmas  

Discussion  Students will be able to know 
importance of Christmas. 

 

 

Month-January 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Four letter words and Mystery box , Flash *Children will be able to read and 



sentences cards , Book and 
notebook, worksheet 

write simple four letter word 
sentences.    

2. आ मात्रा  words 
sentences 

Mystery box , Flash 
cards , Book and 
notebook 

*Children will be able to read and 

write simple   आ मात्रा  words and  

sentences.    

3. Group discussion on 
Republic Day 

Discussion ,Art and 
Craft, Story, Rhymes, 
Song and Dance 

Students will be able to know 
importance of  Republic Day.. 

 

Month-February 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. आ मात्रा  words 

sentences 

Mystery box , Flash 
cards , Book and 
notebook 

*Children will be able to read and 

write simple   आ मात्रा  words and  

sentences.    

2. Picture Talk on मेरा भारत  Picture Children will be able to know 
about incredible India.  

3. Group discussion on 
Basant Panchami 

Discussion ,Art and 
Craft, Story, Rhymes, 
Song and Dance 

Students will be able to know 
importance of  Basant Panchami  
festival. 

 

Month-March 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Revision of all syllabus Video ,worksheet , 

Activity- Mystery bag 
Children will be able to clear all 
previous concepts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D.A.V PUBLIC SCHOOL, BRIJ VIHAR GHAZIABAD 

CLASS – U.K.G 

E.V.S.  SYLLABUS - 2021-22 



Learning Objectives – 

1. To identify basic properties of water, light and air.  

2. To extend the knowledge of animal life (their names and young ones, features, food and home). 

3. To identify that plants require different things to grow. 

4. To classify food in various subgroup- fruits, vegetables, grains (cereals, pulses....) 

5. To develop awareness about road safety and simple traffic rules.  

6. To classify living and non-living things.  

7. To performs simple experiments. 

8. To make objects those look alike. 

9. To sort objects according to some common characteristics.  

10. To identify similar and different objects. 

11. To remember and recall experiences.  

12. To make a choice between to solve problems.  

13. To try new things. 

Month-April 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. About Me Drawing and colouring, Free 

talk on Myself ,Book   
Students will be able to understand 
similarities and differences between 
themselves and peers. 

2. Body Parts Activity- Simon Says ,Book 
,Q/Ans 

Students will be able to recognize 
names of body parts their function. 

3. My Home  Free talk on ‘My Home’ Students will be able to know 
importance of homes . 

4. My School Free talk on ‘My School’ Students will be able to know 
importance of schools . 

5. My Family Finger Puppet ,Activity- 
Family Tree  

Students will be able to know 
importance of their family. 

  

 

 

 

 

Month- May 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 



1. Water Experiments-a) Float and 
Sink 
b) Dirty and Clean Water  
Activity - Imagine ‘There 
Is Water’    Rhyme , Song,                  
Video , Book , Drawing , 
Worksheet                                

Students will be able to learn how 
water is essential for life. . 

 

 

Month-July 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Helpers Role Play, Puppet show 

,Riddles 
Students will be able to identify 
Community helpers. They will be 
able to Identify the role and 
importance of  Community helpers.  

Month-August 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Plants a)Activity- Pasting of 

healthy and unhealthy 
food 
b) Make salad and 
sprouts 
c)Activity - Imagine 
‘There Is Plant’ 
d) Drawing And colouring  

Students will be able to know 
importance of water . 

2. Animals  Picture talk on Animals, 
Video, Drawing And 
colouring, pictures , 
Rhymes  

Students will be able to identify diff. 
animals  
 

3. Rainy Season  Picture talk on Rainy , 
Video, Drawing And 
colouring, pictures , 
Rhymes , Paper boat  

Students will be able to learn effect 
of rain and how water is essential for 
life. . 
 

 

 

 

Month-September 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 



1. Animal Kingdom and 
Birds  

Activity – Collage of 
Animals and birds , Video 
,Pictures , Rhymes 

Students will be able to understand 
that they share their environment 
with many other animals and birds.  

___________________________________________________________________ 

Month-October 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Means of transport *Activity- Pasting 

pictures of various means 
of transport and Playing 
transport game ,Rhymes 
*Road safety (Role Play 
transport game )  

Students will be able to identify diff. 
modes of transportation and the 
vehicles used for each mode. 
Students will be learn about the 
uniqueness and similarity of the diff. 
vehicles. 

 

Month-November 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Parts of plants  *Children will sow a 

seed. 
* Drawing and coloring 
* by showing real plants  

Students will be able to identify and 
describe the basic parts of plants. 
Students will be able to describe diff. 
kinds of plants. 

 

Month-December 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Living and Non- living 

Things  
Real objects, pasting of 
pictures , book 
,worksheet 

Students will be able to use their 
knowledge of the characteristics of 
living and non- living things. 

 

Month-January 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Winter Season Free talk on winter 

Season, Collage making 
activity, Drawing and 
colouring , Book , 
Notebook, video 

Children will explore the wonders of 
winter. They will learn about winter 
weather, winter clothing and winner 
activities. 

 

Month-February 



S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Summer Season Free talk on Summer 

Season, Collage making 
activity, Drawing and 
colouring , Book , 
Notebook, video 

Children will be able to explore the 
wonders of summer. They will be 
learn about summer weather, 
summer clothing and summer 
activities 

 

Month-March 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Revision of all syllabus Video ,worksheet , 

Activity- Mystery bag 
Children will be able to clear all 
previous concepts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 D.A.V PUBLIC SCHOOL, BRIJ VIHAR GHAZIABAD 



CLASS – U.K.G 

MATH SYLLABUS - 2021-22 

Learning Objectives – 

1.To make simple comparisons (long/short, big/small, tall/short’ more/less). 

2. To recognise plane and solid shapes.  

3. To learn the concept of weight.                              

4.  To recognise and write numbers (1 to 50) .  

5. To recognise and use number names  (1 to 10) . 

6. To learn simple mathematical operations – Addition and Subtraction. 

7. To introduce vocabulary such as equal to ‘ same as’ put together’ take away ‘ greater than, less 

than , up, down. 

 8. To arrange 3 to 5 objects in a sequence.  

9. To identify different colours with more efficiency. 

10. To compare numbers by matching them with the corresponding set of objects. 

11. To recognise flat and solid shapes. 

 

Month-April 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Counting 1 to 10   Concrete objects ,book and 

notebook 
Children will be able to recognise and 
write numbers . 

2. Count and write 
1 to 10 

Concrete Objects, Number 
cards , Book ,Notebook, 
Worksheet 

Children will be able to count and 
write numbers. 

3. Missing numbers 1 to 
10 

Activity- Number Story , 
Number Cards , Book , 
Notebook ,Worksheet  

Children will be able to find and write 
missing numbers. 

4. After , Before and 
Between Numbers 1 to 
10 

Activity- Number Story , 
Number Cards , Book , 
Notebook ,Worksheet 

Children will be able to know number 
value, before, after & in between 

5. Pre Number Concept 
Big-Small ,Long-Short, 
Fat - Thin 

Real Life Examples , 
Concrete Objects, Pictures , 
Video  

Children will be able to make simple 
comparisons. 

  

 

 

Month- May 



S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Flat Shapes  Concrete objects , 

drawing of shapes  book, 
notebook , 

Children will be able to recognise 
shapes of diff. Objects .  

2. Counting 1 to 10   Concrete objects ,book 
and notebook 

Children will be able to recognise 
and write numbers . 

3. Missing numbers 1 to 10 Activity- Number Story , 
Number Cards , Book ,  
,Worksheet  

Children will be able to find and 
write missing numbers. 

4. After , Before and 
Between Numbers 1 to 
10 

Activity- Number Story , 
Number Cards , Book , 
Notebook ,Worksheet 

Children will be able to know 
number value, before, after & in 
between 

5. Pre Number Concept 
Big-Small ,Long-Short, 
Fat - Thin 

Real Life Examples , 
Concrete Objects, 
Pictures , Video  

Children will be able to make simple 
comparisons. 

 

Month-July 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Counting 1 to 10   Concrete objects ,book 

and notebook 
Children will be able to recognise 
and write numbers . 

2. Missing numbers 1 to 10 Activity- Number Story , 
Number Cards , Book , 
Notebook ,Worksheet  

Children will be able to find and 
write missing numbers. 

3. After , Before and 
Between Numbers 1 to 
10 

Activity- Number Story , 
Number Cards , Book , 
Notebook ,Worksheet 

Children will be able to know 
number value, before, after & in 
between 

4. Pre Number Concept 
More –Less and Look 
Alike  

Real Life Examples , 
Concrete Objects,  Book 
Pictures , Video  

Children will be able to make simple 
comparisons. 

5. Addition (1 to 10 ) Concrete objects , 
pictures ,Number Line , 
Book and notebook 

Children will be able to add  
numbers (1 to 10) 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Month-August 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Difference between 

light and dark  colours  
Real objects, by showing 
crayons  

 

2. Difference between big , 
medium , small  

Concrete objects 
,presentation 

Children will be able to arrange 
objects in sequence as per the size. 

3. Flat shapes  Concrete objects, video 
,book, worksheets  

Children will be able to recognize 
shape . 

4. After , Before and 
Between Numbers 1 to 
10 

Activity- Number Story , 
Number Cards , Book , 
Notebook ,Worksheet 

Children will be able to know 
number value, before, after & in 
between 



5. Addition (1 to 10) Concrete objects, 
number lines, book , 
worksheet ,notebook 

Children will be able to add  
numbers (1 to 10) 

6. Subtraction (1 to 10) Concrete objects, 
number lines, book , 
worksheet ,notebook 

Children will be able to subtract 
numbers (1 to 10) 

 

Month-September 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Counting 1 to 20   Concrete objects ,book 

and notebook 
Children will be able to recognise 
and write numbers . 

2. Concept of ones and 
tens  

Abacus Children will be able to understand 
concept of ones and tens. 

3. After , Before and 
Between Numbers 1 to 
20 

Activity- Number Story , 
Number Cards , Book , 
Notebook ,Worksheet 

Children will be able to know 
number value, before, after & in 
between 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Month-October 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Counting 1 to 20   Concrete objects ,book 

and notebook 
Children will be able to recognise 
and write numbers . 

2. After , Before and 
Between Numbers 1 to 
20 

Activity- Number Story , 
Number Cards , Book , 
Notebook ,Worksheet 

Children will be able to know 
number value, before, after & in 
between 

3. Concept of ones and 
tens  

Abacus Children will be able to understand 
concept of ones and tens. 

 

Month-November 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 

1. Counting 1 to 20   Concrete objects ,book 
and notebook 

Children will be able to recognise 
and write numbers . 

2. After , Before and 
Between Numbers 1 to 
20 

Activity- Number Story , 
Number Cards , Book , 
Notebook ,Worksheet 

Children will be able to know 
number value, before, after & in 
between 

3. Concept of ones and 
tens  

Abacus Children will be able to understand 
concept of ones and tens. 

4. Solid shapes  Concrete objects , book 
and notebook 

Children will be able to identify 
geometric shapes in objects they use 
in their daily lives.   

5. Sequencing skills with 4 
objects. 

Concrete objects 
,presentation 

Children will be able to arrange 
objects in sequence as per the size. 



 

Month-December 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Counting 1 to 20   Concrete objects ,book 

and notebook 
Children will be able to recognise 
and write numbers . 

2. Addition (1 to 20) Concrete objects, 
number lines, book , 
worksheet ,notebook 

Children will be able to add  
numbers (1 to 20) 

3. Subtraction (1 to 20) Concrete objects, 
number lines, book , 
worksheet ,notebook 

Children will be able to subtract 
numbers (1 to 20) 

4. Heavy and light objects  Play ‘What Do You Think’ 
book and notebook 

Students will be able to weights of 
objects. 

5. Concept of ones and 
tens  

Abacus Children will be able to understand 
concept of ones and tens. 

 

Month-January 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. After , Before and 

Between Numbers 1 to 
50  

Activity- Number Story , 
Number Cards , Book , 
Notebook ,Worksheet 

Children will be able to know 
number value, before, after & in 
between 

2. Addition (1 to 20) Concrete objects, 
number lines, book , 
worksheet ,notebook 

Children will be able to add  
numbers (1 to 20) 

3. Subtraction (1 to 20) Concrete objects, 
number lines, book , 
worksheet ,notebook 

Children will be able to subtract 
numbers (1 to 20) 

4. Number Names 1 to 10  Book, Notebook Children will be able to read and 
write number names. 

 

Month-February 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. After , Before and 

Between Numbers 1 to 
50  

Activity- Number Story , 
Number Cards , Book , 
Notebook ,Worksheet 

Children will be able to know 
number value, before, after & in 
between 

2. Addition (1 to 20) Concrete objects, 
number lines, book , 
worksheet ,notebook 

Children will be able to add  
numbers (1 to 20) 

3. Subtraction (1 to 20) Concrete objects, 
number lines, book , 
worksheet ,notebook 

Children will be able to subtract 
numbers (1 to 20) 



4. Number Names 1 to 10  Book, Notebook Children will be able to read and 
write number names. 

 

Month-March 

S NO. TOPIC METHODOLOGY  LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Revision of whole 

syllabus 
Worksheets , notebooks 
and revision of all 
activities  

Children will be able to understand 
all the concepts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SYLLABUS 



Art and Craft 

CLASS - UKG 
 

Month Topic Methodology 
Learning 

Objectives 
 

April 
Wheat Stalk 

Through thumb 
painting 

To enhance their 
motor development 

Fruits with Clay Through Clay 
To enhance their 

motor development 

 

May 
Apple 

Through fingertip 
painting 

To enhance their 
drawing 

Tree 
Through ear bud 

painting 
To enhance their 

motor development 

 

July 
Umbrella Through paper tearing 

To enhance their 
concentration 

Joker Through paper origami 
To enhance their fine 

motor skills 

 

August 

Rakhi Through decorative 
material 

To enhance their 
colour combination 

Grapes 
Through thumb 

painting 
To enhance their fine 

motor skills 

 

September 
Flag 

Through drawing and 
colouring 

To enhance their 
concentration 

Fish Through leaf printing 
To enhance their 

printing technique 

 
 

October 

Peacock Through hand printing 
To enhance their eye 

hand coordination 

 

Ravan 
Through drawing and 

colouring 

To enhance their 

sketching and 
colouring 

 
 

November 

Animals Through clay modeling 
To enhance their fine 

motor skills 

 

Flower 

 

Through match sticks 

To develop their 

hand and eye 

coordination 



 
 

December 

 
 

Tree 

 
 

Through paper origami 

 

To enhance their 

motor development 

Santa Claus Through paper plate 
To enhance their 

Concentration 

 

January 
Tricolour 

Butterfly 

Through drawing and 

colouring 

To enhance their 

sketching and 

colouring 

 
 

February 

Free hand 

drawing 

Family Portrait through 

sketching 

To enhance their 

sketching and 
colouring 

Hut Through paper origami 
To enhance their 

motor development 
 
 
 

Note – Drawing book will also be completed side 

by side 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                



D.A.V PUBLIC SCHOOL, BRIJ VIHAR GHAZIABAD 

CLASS – U.K.G 

MUSIC AND DANCE SYLLABUS - 2021-22 

Month-April 

THEME TEACHING 
AIDS 

METHODOLOGY/ 
ACTIVITY 

 LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Gayatri mantra 
Practice of 

prayed. (चकसने 

बनाया फूलो को) 

HARMONIUM Memorizing the words 
of prayers and Mantra 

Developing  singing skills 

  

Month- May 

THEME TEACHING AIDS METHODOLOGY/ 
ACTIVITY 

 LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Same as 
April 

   

 

Month-July 

THEME TEACHING AIDS METHODOLOGY/ 
ACTIVITY 

 LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Children 
Song  

पी-पी-पी 

डरर डम 

AUDIO Do the Rhyme with 
actions 

Developing Dancing Skill 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Month-August 

THEME TEACHING AIDS METHODOLOGY/ 
ACTIVITY 

 LEARNING OUTCOMES 

August- 
Song 

हम छोटे-

छोटे बचे्च 

हैं 

Audio/Video Memorize the Song 
through  Repetition   

Developing the feeling of 
Patriotism 
 

 



Month-September 

THEME TEACHING AIDS METHODOLOGY/ 
ACTIVITY 

 LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Good 
Manners  
Rhyme 

Video Get to know the good 
Manners 

Developing good habits  

___________________________________________________________________ 

Month-October & November 

THEME TEACHING AIDS METHODOLOGY/ 
ACTIVITY 

 LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Festival 
Song  

Self Get to know about our 
festivals 

.Developing Culture Value 

 

Month-December 

THEME TEACHING AIDS METHODOLOGY/ 
ACTIVITY 

 LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Rhyme 
Winter 
Season  

Audio Memorizing of Rhyme Developing Indian Weather 
Knowledge 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Month-January 

THEME TEACHING AIDS METHODOLOGY/ 
ACTIVITY 

 LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Patriotic 
Dance 

Audio/Video Learn the song and 
follow the actions 

Performance and Stage 
experience 

 

Month-February 

THEME TEACHING AIDS METHODOLOGY/ 
ACTIVITY 

 LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Revision 
of 
Previous 
Rhymes 

Audio Perfection in all Garnishing in their Personality 

 


